
What is life expectancy?

1. define what life expectancy is.

2. explain the reasons why we are living 

longer.

3. assess the problems of living longer.



Linking Learning 

What is a gestation period?

Can you give any examples of an 
animal’s gestation period?



The oldest person in the world is currently (1000÷10) 
+ (7x2) +1 =  

The oldest man living in the world is  (11x10) +1 = 

The oldest person living in the UK today is (11x12) –
19 = 

The oldest person to have ever lived is (50x2) + 
(12+10) =

Life expectancy in the UK for woman is (9x9) +2=

Life expectancy in the UK for men is 100-21 = 

To start.. 
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Life expectancy

Using the words below can you come up with your

own definition of Life expectancy.

Average Number Expected

Life Years Expectancy



Research





Why are we living longer and what problems 
might the UK face in the future?

Consider the question…



What impacts could obesity, alcohol 

and drugs have on our life 
expectancy?



True or False?



The life expectancy for Woman in 
the UK is 83 



The life expectancy for Woman in 
the UK is 83 

True/False



The Life expectancy for Men in 
the UK is 89



The Life expectancy for Men in 
the UK is 89

True/False



Vaccinations and antibiotics have

Greatly reduced the number

deaths during childhood



Vaccinations and antibiotics have

Greatly reduced the number

deaths during childhood

True/False



Alcohol, Obesity and drug don’t

have much of an impact on Life

Expectancy



Alcohol, Obesity and drug don’t

have much of an impact on Life

Expectancy

True/False


